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articulator evo by antares is a modern version of talk box. articulator evo works as a native aax,
rtas, or vst3 plug-in for mac or windows-based audio programs, ideal for creating talking guitars,

mixing vocals, and a wide range of special effects. antares warm is a plug-in that lets you warm up
vocals using the companys popular analog tube modeling technology. operations include high-

quality pitch shifting, throat shaping, mutation based on a pitch-tracking loop modifier and a fast-
synchronized alignment function. in addition, it is the most used tool. other additions include

redesigned user interfaces for the original five avox plug-ins, five integrated channels of the unique
choir vocal multiplier in harmony engine evo, high-quality pitch shifting in throat evo, tempo-synced

alienization rate in mutator evo, and more. this real-time, pitch-shifting vst plugin is a powerful
pitch shifter and vocal multiplier tool. this unique program works on any sound with polyphonic
sounds, and can even be used with electric pianos. you can also use this tool to create your own
pitch shift effects. autoset: if you'd like, you can set the path of your choir vocal multiplier to a

folder on your computer. for example, if you'd like to set the path to your vocal folder in the same
project, just go to preferences and set the path control location to your vocal folder. this way, you

can use the same choir vocal multiplier for every track in your project, just by selecting the folder in
preferences, without having to set the path for each track. choir control layer: add an additional
layer of vocal realism to your vocals by manipulating the volume of each choir vocal multiplier.

simply increase the volume of each multiplier until the desired effect is achieved. you can add any
kind of echo or delay, as well as any kind of vocal affect you'd like.
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the antares throt evo is a
revolutionary system for more

realistic vocal processing. with the
addition of the new dsp module,
throt evo now includes a much-

improved vocal harmonizer, which
can be used to create pure and

natural-sounding harmonies. the
first time you hear throt evo, you
will be shocked! for the first time
ever, a vocal harmonizer offers an

authentic representation of the
human vocal tract. more, it

provides not only a novel way to
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generate vocal harmonies, but also
a unique approach to vocal

processing. furthermore, antares
has launched the antares

intelligent vocal dynamics, a
revolutionary new algorithm that

instantly detects the tonal balance
of a song and automatically

adjusts the effects of the vocal
multiplier to match it. this is the
first time ever that antares has

included a native pitch correction
algorithm that automatically
detects the pitch of the vocal
track. this allows you to easily

correct minor pitch changes in the
vocal track, and easily avoid the
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need to manually adjust the pitch
of the vocal track. the antares

broadcaster features four new and
improved vocal saturation and

enhancement modules, designed
to match your vocal tone. the new
broadcaster provides an incredibly
natural sounding transformation,
without artificial over-saturation.
the four new modules included in
the broadcaster are the antares
choir evo is a revolution in vocal

processing. if you are a vocal
producer, vocal engineer, lyricist,

singer, or composer, or even if you
just want to get better at your
vocal production and recording
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techniques, then you owe it to
yourself to get this incredible vocal
processing plugin set. 5ec8ef588b
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